
2,5-seater armrest left - longchair armrest right inTwice blue grey (2,5AL-LAR)
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Product and ordering information

Models available in price groups 6, decorative fabric (PG 6) 8, 10, decorative fabric (PG 10), D, H, J, M and X 
For choice of fabrics and leathers please refer to our latest fabric/leather collection

STRUCTURE:
Frame: Load-bearing parts of the frame made of solid wood and wood materials, surfaces lined with padded cardboard/ hard fibre.
Seat: Spring systems with permanently elastic steel sinuous springs and upper-side cover.

choice of:
Variant 1 or Fixed seat made of PUR foam (at least RG 35);  Seat covered with cotton wadding. 

Variant 2 or Fixed seat with spring core (FK) made from drawn spring steel wire (except for the stool) covered with textile wadding, PUR foam (at least RG 35), and cotton wadding.

Variant 3 Point-elastic pocket spring core made from drawn spring steel wire (except for stool), covered with textile wadding, foam (al least RG 35) and cotton wadding.
We charge a surcharge per element for the pocket spring core . See page 7

Soft, flexible upholstery structure where the formation of wrinkles in the covers and seat imprints are part of the design and are therefore characteristic. 
The upholstery will adjust to the shape of the body and the firmness of the seat will give a little. Minor differences in the seat firmness with add-on elements are
design-based and are therefore not a cause for complaint . 

Back: Fixed, marked back cushions in PUR foam (at least RG 25) and a cover made from cotton wadding.

FUNCTIONS: with manual fitting for adjustment of the back into 2 positions (included) or with motorised stepless adjustment of the back  (available at a surcharge) -
 -for all model types (except  angular corner (with 2 fixed backs) and corner element (with 3 fixed backs)

2,5-seater, 2-seater and 2-seater medium with cross-sleeper (size of cross-sleeper: approx. 156 cm for seat frame SR 80 cm, 136 cm for seat frame SR 70 cm and 116 for seatframe  SR 60) -available at a surcharge
The resting area is covered in the same fabric as the seat  (resting area approx.  156x133 cm for SR 80 cm and 136x133 cm for SR 70 cm).

Note: if the sleep feature is ordered in leather, the reclining surface is upholstered in a neutral fabric. The resting area can also be ordered in leather - at a surcharge
The cross-sleeper function in not available in combination with motorised adjustment of the back.
1-seater with end-element, chlussteil, 1-seater medium with end-element, longchair, corner element, stool and stool bench are available with storage space - at a surcharge 

ACCESSORIES: different armrests - see page 3
different seat heights - see page 3
different seat designs - see page 2
different seam designs - see page 3
Cushion (approx. 40x40 cm); cushion (approx. 50x50 cm); cushion (approx. 60x60 cm); cushion (approx. 60x40 cm); armrest cushion (approx. 50x40 cm) - ONLY available at a surcharge
Lower back cushion (approx. 55 x 25 cm), lower back cushion (approx. 65 x 25 cm), lower back cushion (approx. 75 x 25 cm), lower back cushion (approx. 85 x 25 cm), lower back cushion (approx. 115 x 25 cm)
 - ONLY available at a surcharge
Head rest (approx. 50x13 cm), head rest large (approx. 64x13 cm), comfort head rest (approx. 50x30 cm), multi functional head rest (approx. 52x30 cm) - can be inserted behind back cushion - ONLY available at a surcharge
Flutter cushion square M (approx. 75x75 cm), flutter cushion rectangular M (approx. 95x75 cm), flutter cushion square L (approx. 95x95 cm) - ONLY available at a surcharge

Decorative fabric: The decorative fabric is only available for cushions and pattern matching is not possible.

Legs: different legs - see page 3

OTHERS: All materials used meet the requirements of the DGM pursuant to RAL GZ 430. 
The design of the stitching may vary depending on the fabric, leather and synthetic leather used. The definition of quilted mats and cushions depend on the design or structure.
The appearance of decorative, fell and double seams may vary depending on the fabric, leather and artificial leather used.

Suites are standardly delivered with the back covered in the chosen fabric. All material-related information can be found 
on the back of the individual fabrics and leathers in our fabric and leather samplers.

All dimensions specified in the price list are approximate dimensions in centimetres, determined according to the usual measurement method (see RAL-GZ 430) and in unused new condition.
.Please note that in the case of very soft upholstery in particular the seat height and seat depth can show discrepant dimensional deviations to the dimensions given here
We reserve the right to make changes in shape , colour and design in the scope  of technical progress.
Please always order from left to right as standing in front of the suite.

WEEE-Reg.-Nr. DE 22661937

Model Coast Move
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Seat designs: Variant 1 = Fixed seat cushion with PUR-foam Variant 2 = Fixed seat cushion with spring core (except for stool) Variant 3 =  Pocket spring core (except for stool)

at a surcharge

Armrests: Please ALWAYS mention the armrest required with your order, a mix of different armrests is not possible!

Armrest 1 Armrest 2 Armrest 3
Width: 19 cm Width: 12 cm Width: 22 cm
(for a long chair (for a long chair armrest (for a long chair

armrest extends 6 cm) flush to the carcass) armrest extends 10 cm)

can be combined please see note can be combined

with all legs Wooden leg 858/879/913 with all legs

Armrest 3 only foldable, when "longchair with storage" is ordered.
All dimensions specified are without armrest-dimensions. Please always add these - after having chosen the armrest - to the respective types

Legs: 42 cm seat height, 45 cm seat height or 48 cm seat height - please always mention with your order 
Seat height 48cm is not possible in combination with cross-sleeper!

Leg height 12 cm Metal leg 635 Metal leg  223 Metal leg 893 Metal leg  630 Skid 753*** Wooden leg *B 621 Wooden leg *747 *Wooden leg 858

Leg height 15 cm Metal leg 618 Metal leg  222 Metal leg 192 Metal leg  596 Skid 754*** Wooden leg *B 622 Wooden leg *748 *Wooden leg 879

Leg height 18 cm Metal leg  639 Metal leg  709 Metal leg  710 Metal leg  673 Skid 819*** Wooden leg* 914 Wooden leg* 916 *Wooden leg 913

shiny chrome chrome matt black matt see note**

* Available wood tones according to our wood sample card, including the special tone "oiled oak" - Note: There is a surcharge for oiled oak wooden leg
**Wooden leg 858/879/913: can only be mounted under the armrests 1 and 3
*** the skid can only be fitted underneath an armrest, therefore the elements as longchair and longchair XL get an additional leg 635/618/639 in the height  12 cm, 15 cm or 18 cm
The skid is ONLY available at a surcharge

Seam designs: Model can be ordered with 2 different seams (same price) - please specify the design with your order!

Variant 1 Variant 2

Standard seam  Contrast seam/two-stitch effect in contrast colour beige - 

ONLY possible for the fabrics Bison, Clash, Crown, Deluxe, Florida,

Havanna, Impendo, Lola, Matrix, Melrose, Mono, Onyx, Style, Texas, 

Twice, Vintage, Yelda and all leather qualities

Please note that we will always confirm and deliver the standard seam if not stated otherwise with your order!

Model Coast Move
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Dimensions ca. cm Please note that each element with one armrest always has to be combined with a basic element
Height 82 oder 85 oder 88 (e.g. longchair or corner element….) due to technical reasons. Elements with one or without amrests cannot be placed separately 
Depth 102 or be combined with each other. 
Seat height 42 / 45 / 48 The listed article numbes are always withmanual function. As soon as an item is ordered with motorised function
Seat depth 56 - 70 the article No. changes.

All dimensions stated are without armrest-dimensions. Please always add the measurements -  after having chosen an armrest - to the respective elements.

Individual types with manual back adjustment seat frame 90 cm

180 cm + 2 armrests 1 armrest + 180 cm 180 cm + 1 armrest 180 cm

2330 2329 2331 2328

Seat frame 90 Seat frame 90 Seat frame 90 Seat frame 90

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Individual types with manual back adjustment seat frame 80 cm

160 cm + 2 armrests 1 armrest + 160 cm 160 cm + 1 armrest 160 cm

2318 2317 2319 2316

Seat frame 80 Seat frame 80 Seat frame 80 Seat frame 80

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Model Coast Move

Prices in Euro EKNN 3ALR 3AL 3AR 3oA

3-seater with 2 armrests 3-seater armrest left 3-seater armrest right 3-seater without armrests

Prices in Euro EKNN 2,5ALR 2,5AL 2,5AR 2,5oA

at a surcharge also 
available with motorised 

back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with motorised 

back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with motorised 

back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with motorised 

back adjustment

2,5-seater with 2 armrests 2,5-seater armrest left 2,5-seater armrest right

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

2,5-seater without armrests
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Dimensions ca. cm Please note that each element with one armrest always has to be combined with a basic element
Height 82 oder 85 oder 88 (e.g. longchair or corner element….) due to technical reasons. Elements with one or without amrests cannot be placed separately 
Depth 102 or be combined with each other. 
Seat height 42 / 45 / 48 The listed article numbes are always withmanual function. As soon as an item is ordered with motorised function
Seat depth 56 - 70 the article No. changes.

All dimensions stated are without armrest-dimensions. Please always add the measurements -  after having chosen an armrest - to the respective elements.

Individual types with manual back adjustment seat frame 70 cm Individual types with manual back adjustment seat frame 60 cm

140 cm + 2 armrests 1 armrest + 140 cm 140 cm + 1 armrest 140 cm 120 cm + 2 armrests 1 armrest + 120 cm 120 cm + 1 armrest 120 cm

2306 2305 2307 2304 2281 2280 2282 2279

Seat frame 70 Seat frame 70 Seat frame 70 Seat frame 70 Seat frame 60 Seat frame 60 Seat frame 60 Seat frame 60

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Basic-elements with manual back adjustment - special types - including 4 legs - can only be used as an intermediate element - not covered on the side

90 cm 80 cm 70 cm 60 cm

1487 1475 1463 1451

Seat frame 90 Seat frame 80 Seat frame 70 Seat frame 60

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Model Coast Move

Prices in Euro EKNN 2ALR 2AL 2AR 2oA 2ALR medium 2AL medium 2AR medium 2oA medium

2-seater with 2 armrests 2-seater armrest left 2-seater armrest right 2-seater without armrests
2-seater with

2 armrests medium
2-seater armrest left 

medium 
2-seater armrest right 

medium
2-seater without armrests 

medium

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

Prices in Euro EKNN 1,5oA 1,5oA medium 1oA 1oA medium

1,5-seater without armrests
1,5-seater without armrests 

medium
1-seater without armrests

1-seater without armrests 
medium

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

only available with 
manual back adjustment

only available with 
manual back adjustment

only available with 
manual back adjustment

only available with 
manual back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment

at a surcharge also 
available with cross-

sleeper OR with motorised 
back adjustment
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Dimensions ca. cm Please note that each element with one armrest always has to be combined with a basic element
Height 82 oder 85 oder 88 (e.g. longchair or corner element….) due to technical reasons. Elements with one or without amrests cannot be placed separately 
Depth 102 or be combined with each other. 
Seat height 42 / 45 / 48 The listed article numbes are always withmanual function. As soon as an item is ordered with motorised function
Seat depth 56 - 70 the article No. changes.

All dimensions stated are without armrest-dimensions. Please always add the measurements -  after having chosen an armrest - to the respective elements.

Basic elements with manual back adjustment

1 armrest + 80 cm x 185 cm 80 cm + 1 armrest x 185 cm 1 armrest + 120 cm x 185 cm 120 cm + 1 armrest x 185 cm 100 cm 100 cm 120 cm 120 cm

5806 5807 5818 5819 5900 5901 5902 5903

Seat frame 80 Seat frame 80 Seat frame 120 Seat frame 120 Seat frame 60 Seat frame 60 Seat frame 80 Seat frame 80

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Basic elements  with fixed back

100 x 202 cm 100 x 202 cm 100 x 222 cm 100 x 222 cm 100 x 100 cm

7291 7293 7111 7113 7120

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

ABL+1

Model Coast Move

The end-elements have 2 legs each and con only be connected in combination with

angular corner small and the special types!

Prices in Euro EKNN LAL LAR LAL XL

Longchair armrest right XL
 (only available with 

manual back adjustment)

LAR XL ABL + 1 medium 1 medium + ABR

End-element left
with 1-seater medium
(only available with 

manual back adjustment)

1-seater medium with end-
element right

(only available with 
manual back adjustment)

Longchair armrest left 
(only available with 

manual back adjustment)

Longchair armrest right 
(only available with 

manual back adjustment)

Longchair armrest left XL
(only available with 

manual back adjustment)

1+ABR

End-element left
with 1-seater

(only available with 
manual back adjustment)

1-seater with end-element 
right

(only available with 
manual back adjustment)

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space
no function possible no function possible

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space

Prices in Euro EKNN UBELmedium UBERmedium 

Corner element left 
medium

(fixed back)

Corner element right 
medium

(fixed back)

Corner element left
(fixed back)

Corner element right 
(fixed back)

Angular corner small
(fixed back)

UBEL UBER
Angular corner 

small

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space

at a surcharge also 
available with storage 

space
no function possible
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Dimensions ca. cm
Height 82 oder 85 oder 88
Depth 102
Seat height 42 / 45 / 48 
Seat depth 56 - 70

Surcharges for functions and legs Seat height 48 cm is not possible in connection with the cross sleeper!

Cross-sleeper dimension:
116x63 cm for seat frame SR 60
136x63 cm for seat frame SR 70 cm
156x63 cm for seat frame SR 80 cm

Resting area dimension:  
116x133 cm / cross-sleeper+seat depth max. 70 cm
136x133 cm / cross-sleeper+seat depth max. 70 cm
156x133 cm /cross-sleeper+seat depth max. 70 cm

2381 (left+right)
2379 (le) / 2380 (ri)

2378 (oA)

2377(left+right)
2375 (le) / 2376 (ri)

2374 (oA)

2373 (left+right)
2371 (le) / 2372 (ri)

2370 (oA)
5887 (left) / 5888 (right) 5889 (left) / 5890 (right) 5808 (left) / 5809 (right) 

7391 (left) / 7393 (right)
and 

7191 (left) / 7193 (right) 

all price groups

Model Coast Move

Prices in Euro EKNN

sleeping function - 
cross-sleeper 

(2,5-seater - only available 
with manual back 

adjustment)

sleeping function - 
cross-sleeper 

(2-seater - only available 
with manual back 

adjustment)

sleeping function - 
cross-sleeper 

(2-seater medium - only 
available with manual back 

adjustment)

Storage space
(1 medium + AB)

(only available with manual 
back adjustment)

Storage space
(1 + AB)

(only available with manual 
back adjustment)

Storage space
for longchair

(only available with manual 
back adjustment)

Storage space
for corner element and 

corner element medium
(only available with 

manual back adjustment)

integrated in long chair with 
armrest left or right

integrated in  
corner element medium 

and corner element
 left or right

Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge

integrated in a 2,5-seater with 2 
armrests OR

with armrest left or right OR without 
armrests

integrated in a 2-seater with 2 
armrests OR

with armrest left or right OR without 
armrests

integrated in a 2-seater medium 
with 2 armrests OR

with armrest left or right OR without 
armrests

integrated in 1-seater with end 
element left/ right medium 

integrated in 1-seater with end 
element left/ right 

Surcharge pocket spring 
core Variant 3

Surcharge

Angular corner small / end-
elements with 1-seater and end-
elements with 1-seater mediumPrices in Euro EKNN

Surcharge wooden leg oiled 
oak

Surcharge skid
Surcharge cross-sleeper in 

leather

Surcharge pocket spring 
core Variant 3

Surcharge pocket spring 
core Variant 3

Surcharge pocket spring 
core Variant 3

Surcharge per element Surcharge per element

3-seater/ 2,5-seater / 2-seater / 2-
seater medium with 2 armrests - 

without armrests or left/right

Corner element/ Corner 
elementmedium/ Longchair / 

Longchair XL

1,5-seater / 1,5-seater medium/ 1-
seater / 1-seater medium without 

armrests

Surcharge per elementSurcharge per element Surcharge per skid Surcharge per cross-sleeper Surcharge per element
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Dimensions ca. cm
Height 82 oder 85 oder 88
Depth 102
Seat height 42 / 45 / 48 
Seat depth 56 - 70

Surcharges for Function motorised back adjustmend

2338 (left+right)
2337 (left) / 2339 (right)

2336 (oA)

2326 (left+right)
2325 (left) / 2327 (right

2324 (oA)

2314 (left+right)
2313 (left) / 2315 (right)

2312 (oA)

2289 (left+right)
2288 (left) / 2290 (right)

2287 (oA)

all price groups

Model Coast Move

Prices in Euro EKNN

motorised back adjustment  
for 3-seater

(no further functions 
possible)

motorised back adjustment  
for 2,5-seater

(no further functions 
possible)

motorised back adjustment  
for 2-seater

(no further functions 
possible)

motorised back adjustment  
for 2-seater medium
(no further functions 

possible)

Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge Surcharge

integrated into a 3-seater with 2 
armrests OR

with amrest left or right OR without 
armrests

integrated into a 2,5-seater with 2 
armrests OR

with amrest left or right OR without 
armrests

integrated into a 2-seater with 2 
armrests OR

with amrest left or right OR without 
armrests

integrated into a 2-seater medium 
with 2 armrests OR

with amrest left or right OR without 
armrests
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Dimensions ca. cm
Height 82 oder 85 oder 88
Depth 102
Seat height 42 / 45 / 48 
Seat depth 56 - 70

ACCESSORIES

7854 8097 7853 8096

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

7890 9372 8095 9576

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Model Coast Move

Prices in Euro EKNN
Stool 

- 70 x 70 - 

Stool with storage 
space

- 70 x 70 - 

Stool bench 
- 90 x 60 - 

Stool bench with 
storage space

-90 x 60-

Stool in the dimension
-  70 x 70 -

Stool with storage space in 
the dimension

-  70 x 70 -

Stool bench in the 
dimension
-  90 x 60 -

Stool bench with storage 
space in the dimension

-90 x 60-

The comfort head rest is only available with standard seam.

Prices in Euro EKNN Kopfstütze Kopfstütze groß Komfort-Kopfstütze

Head rest 
-50/17/13 cm-

can be inserted variably

Head rest large 
-64/17/13 cm-

can be inserted variably

Head rest 
-50x30x17 cm-

can be inserted variably

Multi functional 
head rest

 -52x30x25 cm-
can be inserted variably

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

Multifunktions-
Kopfstütze
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Dimensions ca. cm
Height 82 oder 85 oder 88
Depth 102
Seat height 42 / 45 / 48 
Seat depth 56 - 70

ACCESSORIES

7804 7805 7806 9295 7809 7644 7645

Price group 6
Decorative fabric (PG 6)
Price group 8
Price group 10
Decorative fabric (PG 10)
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

7646 7647 7689 7546 7547 7545

Price group 6
Decorative fabric (PG 6)
Price group 8
Price group 10
Decorative fabric (PG 10)
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Model Coast Move

All cushions (except arm support cushion) will always be delivered with standard seam.

Prices in Euro EKNN
Cushion
-40 x 40-

Cushion
-50 x 50-

Cushion
-60 x 60-

Cushion
-60 x 40-

Arm support cushion -
50 x 40-

Lower back cushion 
(SR 60)

-55 x 25-

Lower back cushion 
(SR 70)

-65 x 25-

Cushion Cushion Cushion Cushion Arm support cushion Lower back cushion Lower back cushion

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

Prices in Euro EKNN
Lower back cushion 

(SR 80)
-75 x 25-

Lower back cushion  
(SR 90)

-85 x 25-

Lower back cushion  
(SR 120)

-115 x 25-

Flutter cushion  
square M
-75 x 75-

Flutter cushion  
rectangular M

-95 x 75-

Flutter cushion  
square L
-95 x 95-

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

Flutter cushion 
square L
-95 x 95-

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

All cushions (except arm support cushion) will always be delivered with standard seam.

Lower back cushion Lower back cushion Lower back cushion 
Flutter cushion 

square M
-75 x 75-

Flutter cushion 
rectangular M

-95 x 75-

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge
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Dimensions ca. cm
Height 82 oder 85 oder 88
Depth 102
Seat height 42 / 45 / 48 
Seat depth 56 - 70

Model types - possible combinations (excerpt)

2 armrests + 240 x 185 cm 185 x 240 cm + 2 armrests 1 armrest + 240  x 202 cm 202 x 240 cm + 1 armrest 220 x 240 cm + 1 armrest 1 armrest + 240 x 220 cm 185 x 320 + 1 armrest x 200 200 x 320 + 1 armrest x 185 cm

Preisgruppe 6 -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               
Preisgruppe 8 -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               
Preisgruppe 10 -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               
Preisgruppe D -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               
Preisgruppe H -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               
Preisgruppe J -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               
Preisgruppe M -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               
Preisgruppe X -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               

Model Coast Move

Prices in Euro EKNN 2,5AL-LAR LAL-2,5AR 2AL-UBER med UBEL med-2AR
ABL+1-angular corner 

small-2AR
2AL-angular corner 

small-1+ABR 
LAL-2oA-Spitz-Ecke klein-

1med+ABR
ABL+1med-Spitz-Ecke 

klein-2oA-LAR

2,5-seater armrest left - Long 
chair armrest right 

with manual back adjustment

 Long chair armrest left - 
2,5-seater armrest right

 

with manual back adjustment

2-seater armrest left - corner 
element right medium 

with manual back adjustment 
for 2-seater

 corner element left medium - 
2-seater armrest right 

 

with manual back adjustment 
for  

2-seater

1-seater with end element with 
1-seater left - angular corner 
small - 2-seater armrest right 

with manual back adjustment, 
except angular corner small 

possible functions 
at a surcharge

see pages 7 and 8

2-seater armrest left - angular 
corner small - 1-seater with end 

element right

with manual back adjustment, 
except angular corner small

Long chair armrest left  -
2-seater withour armrests - 

angular corner small - 1-seater 
with end element right medium

with manual back adjustment, 
except angular corner small

1-seater medium with end 
element left  - angular corner 

small - 2-seater without armrests 
- Long chair armrest right

with manual back adjustment, 
except angular corner small

possible functions 
at a surcharge

see pages 7 and 8

possible functions 
at a surcharge

see pages 7 and 8

possible functions 
at a surcharge

see pages 7 and 8

possible functions 
at a surcharge

see pages 7 and 8

possible functions 
at a surcharge

see pages 7 and 8

possible functions 
at a surcharge

see pages 7 and 8

possible functions 
at a surcharge

see pages 7 and 8
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